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Follow Us!

What is Cell EXPLORERS?
Our objectives

Our national network

@cellexplorers

www.cellexplorers.com

Fantastic DNA in a Box : a science kit for teachers

Future work

Development, pilot & delivery of the FDIAB session

Promote modern biology, biomedical
sciences and research

May-September 2020

October 2020

• Maximise impact on young peoples’ science
capital by employing the Science Capital
Teaching Approach in a revised session
• Revised our volunteer training tools to help
implement the new session
• Train the national network to implement new
session for November 2021
• Resume in-person visits again in 2022?

November 2020 – May 2021

Combat the stereotypical image of
scientists
Change perceptions on science and
inform on scientific careers
Contribute towards addressing the
national shortfall of science graduates
Train the next generation of science
communications/educators

Box conceptualised, teacher
Piloted in 2 primary
resources generated
schools by NUI Galway

Our working model

Delivered by the national network

The online session
with Cell Explorers

The classroom kit
Our ethos

Keep both in-person and online delivery formats due to
flexibility and possibility to schools too far away to visit in person

Our tips to engage online!

Visit metrics 2020

The science kit contains the
resources & materials for
teachers need to run the
session with their pupils

34

Schools visited

46

Boxes delivered

26

Online sessions

1,080

Hoping to deliver hands-on activities online or
create your own science kit? Here are some tips!
Go above a ‘Zoom webinar’ format: get the public to take
part in activities, preferably hands-on science (send a kit
that participants can use).
Send instructions to participants in advance of the
online sessions so that everyone know what is involved!
if designing activities for schools, work with teachers .
Pilot your activities and ask for critical feedback. The first
version is never the final one.

Pupils
engaged

Train your facilitators in the new format, do not assume
that they will easily shift from in-person to online
facilitation. Plan for the theory to be studied offline, and
meet up live to practice hands-on elements together.

531 children feedback received
Higher
Education
Institutions
mission

Train
workforce &
STEM
advocates

How to engage despite COVID-19?
Social distancing prevented in-person visits!

Evaluation highlights
Sessions could be delivered by teachers only, or with
CE explainers facilitating via Zoom

•
•

In March 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic and social
distancing requirements meant that we could not
deliver any more in-person events.

How to keep the high level of engagement of the
Fantastic DNA session?
• 1 hour classroom intervention for 10—14yold
• Each pupil individually extracts DNA from a
banana
• Small group learning – 6 pupils guided by 1
scientist explainer
• For many, It is the first time that they will meet
and engage with a real scientist!

•

Teacher facilitates
No interaction with
scientist

•

Teacher supports on
site
CE explainers
facilitate via Zoom

Send materials & instructions guides to teachers &
empower them to run the activities in the classroom,
even without you.

Facilitating via Zoom does not negatively impact the
experience
Pupil’s answer to ‘Why did you
add soap?’

Pupil’s perceptions of the Zoom quality:
I could hear the scientist clearly

Teacher
delivered
(n = 208)

The meeting was too long

Consider the sustainability of your kit – can some/all be
used again?

CE Team
delivered
(n = 323)

Consider teaming up with people who have online expertise
you do not have (e.g. expert in running online chats)

It was easy to follow the
scientist on screen
I liked meeting the scientist on
Zoom

20 sessions

We needed an online solution to provide a similar
positive authentic science experience!

CE Team delivered

Teacher delivered

208 pupils*

323 pupils*

26 sessions

The session remains a high quality EPE activity

>80%

“Interaction with real scientists
shows the children that they
too could become a scientist in
later years”

“The children needed to take
ownership of their
workspace and equipment.
They got to use novel, new
materials and equipment.
Empowering” (Teacher)

teachers

reported that
CE outperformed
other E&PE groups for:

Disagree

Use of real
scientific
equipment

Children’s
independence

Amount of
hands-on science

of children agreed that…

…the session was well organised
…they could follow the steps easily
… they understood each step of the experiment
… their teacher was helpful

Neither

Agree

Strongly
agree

Participating in the session positively contributed
towards pupils’ science capital:

60%

(N = 11)

Possibility of
online interaction
w/ scientists

Acknowledgements

The scientist was helpful
Strongly
disagree

*Number of pupils that gave feedback

(N = 531)

Engage
local
community

42%

are more interested in
science than before
know more about scientist’s
lives than before

like they can do science
56% feel
more than before

31%

want to become a scientist
more than before

“Children said that they now
know scientists are really
helpful in life and they are
inspiring” (Teacher)
“It made them realise that they
can conduct an experiment
themselves at such a level that…
they had thought this would be
too technical for them”
(Teacher)

The Cell Explorers Network:
Our network is made up of 13 teams based in Irish higher education institutions. Each team is led by volunteer coordinator(s)
who manage their local team of scientist volunteers to deliver the ‘Fantastic DNA’ session in their respective communities. The
network is coordinated by the NUI Galway team, which also evaluates and researches the impact of the network’s activity.

Funders:

Science Foundation Ireland is funding our national network through Discover strategic partnership Awards. All our regional
teams are supported locally by their institutions. The NUIGalway team is supported by Biochemistry, the school of Biological
and Cehnical sciences, the College of Science & Engineering and the Galway university Foundation.
Cell EXPLORERS Team Affiliations:
1Biochemistry, School of Biological & Chemical Sciences, National University of Ireland Galway, 2Material Research Institute,
Athlone Institute of Technology, 3School of Health and Science, Dundalk Institute of Technology, 4Faculty of Science, Institute of
Technology Carlow, 5Department of Biological and Pharmaceutical Science, Munster Technological University Kerry, 6Department
of Science, Letterkenny Institute of Technology, 7School of Biochemistry and Cell Biology, University College Cork, 8National Virus
Reference Laboratory, University College Dublin, 9Department of Biological Sciences, University of Limerick, 10Department of
Biological Sciences, Munster Technological University Cork, 11Department of Biopharmaceutical & Medical Science, Galway Mayo
Institute of Technology, 12Department of Applied Science, Limerick Institute of Technology, 13 FutureNeuro, SFI Research Centre
for Neurological Diseases.
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